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Abstract
We evaluate commercial face recognition software intended for
the use of access control. Most of the systems are to be used
with hand held devices (smartphones). The systems under
test also contain three stationary systems designed to unlock
doors or other secure entrance systems. While we can not go
into specifics of the systems under test (due to NDAs), we can
present the results of our evaluation of liveness detection (or
presentation attack detection) with different complexity levels
and template comparison performance. We contrast the robust-
ness against presentation attacks with the systems usability
during regular use, and highlight where current commercial of
the shelf systems (COTS) stand in that regard. We examine the
results focusingonthe tradeoffbetweenacceptance, linkedwith
usability, and security, which usually negatively impacts usabil-
ity. We also present a first extension of the attacks to systems
using the NIR spectrum for imaging. This is mostly limited to
stationary systems since they can include dedicated hardware
with NIR capabilities. This is their main differentiation to most
COTS systems running on smartphones, which do not rely on
dedicated hardware. Though exceptions to this already exist,
for example in Apple devices. We show that most of the systems
are not secure and not user friendly, having huge problems with
difficult lighting conditions while only providing the most basic
liveness or presentation attack detection capabilities.
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1 Introduction
We evaluated commercial face recognition software intended
for the use of access control. These systems range from ones
designed for unlocking smartphones, and thus work with com-
mercial of the shelf (COTS) hardware, to stationary access con-
trol systems, with dedicated hardware. The main difference is
that the imaging capabilities of the smartphones, apart from the
Apple devices using FaceID, are limited to the visible spectrum,
while most systems with dedicated hardware utilize imaging
in the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. Nevertheless, all systems
share one common property: they are all closed source and act
as a black-box, i.e., the applied liveness detection and recogni-
tion algorithms are unknown and feedback from most systems
is only given in terms of access granted or denied. However, most
systems also give the stage at which the failure occurred, i.e.,
whether liveness detection or biometric comparison failed. The
devices were rather diverse but all worked based on the same
principle, images from a user were recorded during biometric
enrollment. Biometric verification also recorded an image and
was prefaced with a presentation attack/liveness detection step.
A successful attempt would unlock the smartphone, or the door
in case of stationary systems. The biometric verification and
liveness detection were performed either on the device itself,
on a server or a combination of both.

The company which provided financial funding also pro-
vided the servers, in case they were needed, as well as the soft-
ware licenses. This has some implications: (1) We can not give
the name of the systems due to NDAs; and (2) the whole project
was on a rather tight time schedule (due to license lease time), so
we could only conduct a limited number of experiments with a
limited number of people. Nonetheless, the results were rather
interesting and we wanted to share them.

That said, this is not a very technical paper. It is a recording
of our experience with the software/devices/processes. The
main incentive to share this information is to showcase certain
problems which do not happen in a typical “lab setup”. Short-
comings in algorithms or implementation can be detrimental to
the adoption by industry or acceptance by users and it can occa-
sionally lead to interesting research questions too. In this paper
we will present our experiments and findings and comment on
how research might help. Since we do not have the implementa-
tion details of the systems under test we can not comment on the
software implementation. We can, and will, however, comment
on the way the software presents itself, specifically the cues sup-
posed to aid users (or their absence). We will only comment on
those details if the impression is mutual for all testers.

We should note that this is an extension of a prior paper ([1]).
We included the systems from the prior paper as well. However,
we will not draw direct comparisons. Mostly because the imple-
mentation of the systems, and the tasks required to unlock the
device changed so dramatically that a direct comparison would
be pointless.

Limited Tests: Due to time constraints, as mentioned above,
we could only afford a limited number of tests. Specifically,
most test were only performed by a single, but not necessarily
the same, user. Overall, the group involved in the tests con-
sisted of ten users ranging in age from approximately18 to 40

and containing members of both sexes. The security feature
can be considered broken if we can show one successful attack,
in essence a proof by falsification. Even with a single user we
found ample counter-evidence regarding the security of most
systems and could formulate a method of attack.

For the usability the limit to a single test user is more of a
problem, i.e., a single sample from the population rather than
a proper statistical cross section. We performed baseline tests
with multiple users for one system, which resulted in a negli-
gible variance for the unlock attempts. However, given that
mostly the usability turned out to be bad it shows there still are
problems to be solved.

The goal in all these tests is to have a method to unlock the
device or otherwise verify the user of the device when the user
cooperates. What is important to companies is that this process
is secure on the one hand, but also fast and annoyance free for
the user. If this latter part is not given, an adoption of the sys-
tem by users is less likely. We recorded the time for all genuine
unlock attempts, usually 10, and divided this by the number of
successful unlocks to get an average time to unlock.

Thepaper isstructuredasfollows,Section2givesanoverview
of presentation attacks and their detection as it relates to the
matter at hand. The presentation attack artifacts, and how they
were created, is described in Section 3. Then follows a section
of tests, split per device, in Section 4. The grouping of devices is
difficult, since most have little to nothing in common. Further,
the number of tests makes condensing the information, in a still
legible way, difficult. We have split the evaluation into two sec-
tions, one dealing with the generic approaches, mostly smart-
phone based systems, in Section 4.1, and one for systems with
dedicated hard- and software, in Section 4.2. The test section
follows a common setup to make all systems easier to compare.
The shift to NIR imaging, mostly by devices with dedicated
hardware, made it necessary to show that the same attacks can
be mounted in the NIR spectrum. This is given in Section 5.
Section 6 discusses the usability of the systems under various il-
lumination conditions. Finally, Sections 7 and 8 will summarize
our findings and conclude the paper.

2 Related Work
Smartphones are ubiquitous and so is the widespread adoption
of biometric characteristics to unlock the device by verifying
the identify of the user. Primarily fingerprint based systems are
currently the norm and dedicated sensors are built into practi-
cally every smartphone. In recent years, a trend towards face
detection can be observed. These are mostly software based
systems because dedicated hardware for face detection is not
yet integrated widely into smartphones, with some exceptions
like the recent iPhone. This trend has renewed the interest in
attacks, and the prevention thereof, against such biometric sys-
tems. An overview of the relevant, to the paper, are given in the
following and a very brief overview is given in Table 1.

A specific attack is the presentation, also known as direct or
spoofing, attack. It can be separated into two categories [23]: (1)
active impostor presentation attacks, where the attacker tries to
claim a foreign identity; and (2) concealer presentation attacks,
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Table 1: Overview of related work grouped by type, i.e., presentation attack detection (PAD), presentation attack instrument (PAI).
If applicable the specifics are briefly given, these are attack instrument for PAI and the features used for PAD. Only works from
literature relevant to the systems under test are presented, for a more all-encompassing overview we also list surveys which the
so-inclined reader can peruse.

Type Specifics Reference

PAD Behavior, blink detection Gang et al. [2] (2007), Chrzan [3] (2014)
PAD Behavior, challenge response Kollreider et al. [4] (2008), Ali et al. [5] (2013), Smith et al.

[6] (2015)
PAD Image, texture based features Kose and Dugelay [7] (2012), Chingovska et al. [8] (2012),

Yang et al. [9] (2013), Boulkenafet et al. [10] (2016)
PAD Image, distortion modelling Wen et al. [11] (2015)
PAD Image, multispectral fusion, generalization evaluation Chingovska et al. [12] (2016)
PAD Video based dynamic texture Tiago de Freitas Pereira et al. [13] (2012)
PAD Video, movement based features Marsico et al. [14] (2012), Anjos et al. [15] (2014), Pinto et

al. [16] (2015)

PAI Images, from social networks (facebook) Li et al. [17] (2018)
PAI Makeup (no PAD was used) Chen et al. [18] (2017)
PAI Masks, comparison of VIS and NIR Agarwal et al. [19] (2017), Ramachandra et al. [20] (2019)
PAI Masks, Print, Image, Video (preliminary work to this) Hofbauer et al. [1] (2019)

Surveys Chingovska et al. [12] (2016), Jia et al. [21] (2020), Jia et al.
[22] (2020)

where an attacker tries to not be recognized by a system. Presen-
tation attacks can be used against identification as well as veri-
fication modes. Presentation attacks can also be differentiated
by the source of the presentations attack instrument (PAI): (1)
artificial, which is a non-human material sourced from humans,
e.g., masks, printouts, images; (2) human biometric character-
istics, parts of dead bodies, modified faces, forced presentation
by unconscious persons and so on.

To prevent presentation attacks, a presentation attack detec-
tion (PAD) system, also referred to as liveness detection, is em-
ployed. The primary focus of research are artificial presentation
attack instruments but, as is evident in the term liveness detec-
tion, overlaps with parts of the human biometric characteristic
PAI categorization. There are different kinds of (face detection)
PAD methods, some are hardware reliant while others are not,
some use still images and others video. The number of differ-
ent PAD methods is long, thus we will only give a brief list of
methods without going into them too much: blink detection ([2,
3]), challenge response ([4–6]), texture based ([7–10]), dynamic
texture based (video) ([13]) or movement based ([14–16]). For
more details, the reader is referred to the respective papers.

This is of course not a comprehensive list, and we omitted
state of the art techniques which could not have been employed
in the devices under test. Most of the commercial of the shelf
systems do only have a single visible light camera, so multispec-
tral PAD methods can not be employed. Similarly, DNN based
methodscannotbeemployedsince thedevices lacktherequired
computational capacity. For a more thorough overview, the
reader is directed to [12] for a survey-like overview of (mostly)
2D PADs and [21] and for a more recent state of the art overview.
In [22] the authors give a concise overview of PADs for 3D mask
presentation attacks.

The target application of our tests was to unlock the device
with the presented biometric characteristic (face). For smart-
phones the operation mode, in terms of biometry, is always
verification since the identity is implied (the owner of the cell
phone). Presentation attacks also try to unlock the device and
are consequently also done in verification mode. For the station-
ary systems the target application is a biometric access control,
so identification is required. However, some systems require
the user to identify themselves, but some allow for verification
by claiming an identity using a unique code, which can option-
ally be stored on a NFC enabled device, e.g., an ID card. The
presentation attack instrument is artificial only. While there
are more types of PAIs, and a lot of further differentiation by
subtype, we only gave related literature to the modes suspected
to be employed in the devices we test.

Please note that there are other similar studies in which com-
mercial of the shelf (COTS) face based biometric systems have
been evaluated. None of them took into account usability, user
experience and consequently user acceptance. Usually, papers
in literature use software on databases and therefor preclude a
more interactive creation of the presentation attack instrument
which, instead theysimplyuse the recordingof thepresentation
attack from a database. Most of them do not take into account
NIR imaging and/or the specific impact of lighting on the PAD
systems.

There is a preliminary work [1] of which the current paper
is an extension. The paper dealt with an exploratory look into
two face biometric systems. The outlines established there were
used as a basis for this work. Having guidelines what to test and
who to test allowed us to increase the number of systems under
test, from two systems on one device to four systems on four
different devices and five dedicated systems. The current work
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also includes the systems under test in [1], although they have
been updated to such an extent that they can be considered new
systems.

In [20] the authors tested expensive silicone masks on two
commercial face recognition systems, and also on learning
based (SVM) PADs from literature. The main conclusion was
that the face recognition places the masks closer to genuine than
true imposter attempts, not so near that they are not cleanly sep-
arable. Some of the PADs could learn to identify the masks if
trained with images from the same device (three different smart
phones were used). However, transfer learning between the de-
vices did poorly. Usability was not taken into account, neither
were different environmental conditions (like lighting).

Another paper dealing with masks is [19], in which the near
infrared (NIR), visible light (VIS) and thermal spectrum are
compared in relation to presentation attack detection of masks.
The goal is to detect obfuscation so no attack on face recognition
systems is considered. The PAD is based on different features
from literature which are used in SVM-based machine learning.
No transfer learning between spectra or devices is examined,
and neither is fusion between the different spectra. They key
results from the paper are that PAD detection of masks does not
work very well in the NIR spectrum (best EER of 42%), slightly
better in the VIS spectrum (best EER of 29.2%), and only de-
cently well in the Thermal spectrum (best EER of 10.8%). These
results are for video based detection, still image based detection
is worse in every case.

In [18] makeup instead of masks was used. Only one com-
mercial face recognition system was used, but also one from
literature, a VGG-Very-Deep-16 architecture convolutional neu-
ral network [24]. They showed that makeup can be potentially
used to spoof face recognition systems. No PAD systems were
considered in this work.

In [11] the authors introduce a new PAD method based on
image distortion models, specifically reflection, blurriness and
color diversity. A SVM was used to learn the presence of presen-
tation instruments. They tested on three databases, containing
images from a uniformly lit interior environment, but with very
different sensors. The tests showed that their distortion based
model for the most part is better than the texture based methods.
They evaluated intra and inter database training/classification
showing that inter database, and therefor sensor, classification
is harder than inter database classification. More specifically,
they looked at the cameras used to record the images in the
databases and found that imaging devices of similar quality
lead to a better transfer of the learned models than different
imaging devices.

The threat of using face images leaked via social networks
by users themselves is evaluated in [17] and found to be quite
severe. They also differentiated between low and high security
modes, with high security modes entailing a higher rejection
rate of genuine attempts while reducing the attack success rate.
They found specifically that high quality unaltered images pose
the highest threat while blurry, low resolution, edited or images
of the user wearing makeup can degrade the attack value of the
image. They also compared the tolerances in head pose and
environmental lighting conditions, showing that low security
settings generally tend to be a lot more tolerant. The lighting

evaluation is only using limited natural lighting environment.
Hereourexperiments, especially in thecontrolledenvironment,
are more thorough. However, the basic trend is also confirmed
in [17], namely that the methods work best in a well lit indoors
environment and get very much worse in every other lighting
environment. They evaluated the basic liveness detection and
used image manipulation to create interactive videos from the
images to simulate liveness, this is somewhat similar to what we
do with paper masks but digitally. The results show that false
rejection rate is increase but false acceptance rate is decreased,
but not to zero.

A comprehensive overview and comparison of current state
of the art presentation attack detection systems is performed in
[21]. Their main complaint about surveys was that the reported
performances are from the original papers and, using different
protocols and databases, are not comparable. They therefor
took 30 PAD systems from literature and ran the same tests on
three publicly available databases to generate a proper com-
parison and evaluation. The showed that there is ample room
for improvement for PAD systems. Overall the results are very
mixed and no single method was the clear ’best’ option over
all databases, however, as a class deep learning based methods
clearlyperformedverywell. Further, theyshowedthat themore
changes from one image to the next, in terms of lighting, resolu-
tion, background and so on, the harder it was to correctly iden-
tify presentation attacks. They also evaluated transfer learning,
i.e., training the algorithm on one database and evaluating on
another, with the same result as other works, while possible the
results on different databases are strongly degraded. No sys-
tematic evaluation of the effect of lighting conditions was taken
into account and all tests were performed on visible light only.

In [12] the authors look at mask based spoofing and multi-
spectral fusion. Main conclusions are that multispectral fusion
can somewhat alleviate the threat of attack but not prevent it.
Further, they found that machine learning for mask based pre-
sentation attack detection poorly generalizes, such that even
masks with similar manufacturing methods can at times totally
bypass such a PAD system. The paper also gives a very good
survey-like overview of spoofing counter measure (presenta-
tion attack detection).

A newer survey [22] presents a unified look at 3D mask PAD
systems in a similar way to [21]. Specifically the paper presents
a good overview of 3D (and 2D) PAD systems and 3D Mask
databases. The authors then choose 10 PAD systems (those for
which source code was available from the original authors) and
subject them all to the same tests over two databases. Main re-
sults are that some classical 2D texture based PAD systems, like
multiscale LBP, are very able to detect 3D Masks. For a simple
database containing only one type of mask (from ThatsMyFace)
deep-learning based systems were also able to detect the masks.
Foramorecomplexdatabase, containingmasks fromadifferent
manufacturer, the deep learning based methods performed sig-
nificantly worse than the classical methods. But both showed a
severe degradation in performance showcasing the poor gener-
alization performance (basically similar result to [12] and [21]).
Only visible light imaging was taken into account.
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Table 2: Spoof presentation attacks separated by levels based
on time, expertise, and equipment.

Threat Level A Level B Level C

Time short >3 days >10 days

Expertise anyone practice needed extensive
skill required

Equipment readily
available

requires
planning specialized

Biometric
source

readily
available

difficult
to obtain

difficult
to obtain

Example paper
print of image videoof the face 3D face

reconstruction

3 Presentation Attacks
We differentiate between replay attacks, which use an external
imaging source to record an image and replay that image to the
sensor. This can be from a screen or print or by creating a paper
mask. The second attack type is more complex and generates
a wearable, more realistic looking, presentation attack artifact
in the form of a mask. This second form of attack is especially
important inconditionswhere theusermightbeobserved, hold-
ing sheets of printed paper in front of ones face is quite obvious,
wearing a realistic lifelike mask less so. We will also give infor-
mation about the complexity of mounting the described attack.
To do this we will use the threat level model laid out in [25] and
summarized in Table 2.

3.1 Presentation Attack: 2-Dimensional At-
tacks

These types of attacks use flat presentations, as in there is not
depth information, for the attack. It includes the presentation of
printoutsordisplays (photoattack)or thepresentationofvideos
on a 2-dimensional screen (replay attacks). That is, record an
image or video and present that to the device instead of the gen-
uine face. In a perfect world the liveness detection should reject
every attempt. We used the following types of presentation
attack artefacts for replay attacks:

Print For this presentation attack (PA) a print of the image
on paper was used. The print is in color and of a sufficiently
high quality.

Screen This PA displays the captured image on a screen, e.g.,
tablet, laptop, or similar.

Video An extension of Screen, in that it replays a recorded
video of the subject. This PA was only done via a laptop.

Three main types of interaction were present across the sys-
tems: blinking, eye tracking and head tracking. It should be
noted that Print especially was used for interactive modes in
various ways. While Video seems the more obvious choice, the
interaction with the device was not static but slightly random-
ized. So an attack where the user could interact with the device

(a) Folding a pre-creased sheet of paper
to simulate blinking.

(b) Two layered prints to allow simulation
of eye movement.

Figure 1: Various interactive attack vectors using paper prints.

was simpler to mount with a sheet of paper which could be ma-
nipulated in real time as opposed to a video. For head tracking,
all attack types could be used as a simple sideways shift of the
PAI was usually sufficient to fool the system. Interactivity was
only the direction of the shift which could be accommodated
with all PAIs. This was not the case for blinking and eye track-
ing which required an interaction of a part of the PAI (eyes)
rather than the whole (head).

Interactionwithblinking-basedlivenessdetectionwasachieved
by folding a paper artefact across the eyes. This way the eyes can
be hidden, when the paper is folded, or shown when unfolded,
allowing for a simulated blinking. Figure 1a shows the crease
along which the paper is folded as well as the folded ‘blink’ sim-
ulation. A different solution was used when eye-tracking was
involved in the interactive unlocking process. Here, two prints
of the same face were used, layered on top of one another. The
top sheet had the eyes cut out, this way the bottom sheet (in-
cluding the eyes) can be moved independently to the rest of the
‘face’ simulating eye movement similar to looking into a certain
direction, Fig. 1b illustrates the process.

Complexity of Attacks

The complexity of these attacks is extremely basic. The im-
ages we used where taken with a smartphone. The following
screen-based presentation attacks also utilized a smartphone.
The Print attacks have a slightly higher complexity in that they
require an additional device, a color printer. Given the ubiqui-
tousness of all involved devices we have to conclude that these
attacks can be mounted by everyone, no special knowledge or
equipment is required. Clearly a threat of ‘Level A’.

A video is slightly more difficult to obtain, not because spe-
cial knowledge or hardware is required, but simply because the
subject has to be recorded over a longer period of time. Alterna-
tively, a specialized (small) device could be placed somewhere
where the recording is simple to obtain. This slight increase in
difficulty pushes the threat to ‘Level B’, as at least some planning
is usually required.

3.2 Presentation Attack: Masks
For these presentation attacks, we used a mask or mask-like
presentation of the stolen biometric characteristic, created via
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photographs of the target’s face. This was done to increase the
chance of breaking interactive systems and give the impression
of depth a 2D image might not convey. We used three attack
types, shown in Fig. 2:

Mask—Paper Similar to Print this is a printed version of the
image, with cutout eyes and nose so it can be worn.

Mask—Latex A handcrafted 3D latex mask by CREA FX1

Mask—Resin A 3D-printed hard resin composite mask by
ThatsMyFace2.

It should be noted that the masks all had a problem, which
is the illumination of the eyes. The masks add height to the face,
which in turn recesses the eyes and darkens them, often lead-
ing to problems during the presentation attack, especially for
modes where eye-tracking was involved. This could be solved
by providing better illumination. This solution is simple for
the unlocking of mobile devices but can be problematic with
stationary systems.

Complexity of Attacks

The creation of the paper mask is simple, and basically the same
as a paper print. However, the illumination problem makes the
application of the attack more of a problem and can push the
threat for Mask—Paper from ‘Level A’ to ‘Level B’ in case of
stationary systems. The Mask—Latex and Mask—Resin arte-
facts are much more difficult to mount. The masks cost a sub-
stantial amount of money and the production takes some time.
In addition the requirement for even illumination of the face
might make attacks more obvious which in turn requires more
planning. This puts the Mask—Latex and Mask—Resin presen-
tation attacks squarely into threat ‘Level C’.

4 Evaluation of the Systems under Test
Before going into the specifics of the test we briefly present an
overview over the tests, systems under test and the devices we
tested the systems on. The section on a specific system will
have more information about the system and also discussion of
results or remarks specific to that system.

For usability evaluation we tested how long it takes for a
genuine user enrolled on the device to unlock the device. We
will record the time to unlock (TTU), in seconds, as measure
for usability, in the sense that the user satisfaction (or inversely
frustration) is directly tied to the amount spent to unlock the
device. It should take only briefly (<5s) to unlock the device,
everything above that is intrusive. The TTU is the time it takes
for all unlock attempts divided by the successful unlocks, i.e., it
takes failures into account. The usability tests were performed
with natural and artificial light. The natural light test was done
as a baseline, the light conditions varied of course which makes
for poor comparability. Therefore, we also used a controlled
light setup as a control experiment. For the controlled light
setup we utilized a studio light (Helios 300p) shining at the user

1https://www.creafx.com/en/
2http://thatsmyface.com/custom-wearable-masks/

Table 3: Overview over the experiments. For each systems, and
configuration (mode) where applicable, the number of devices
(#dev) and the number of presentation artefact instruments
(PAI) per device are given.

(a) Generic Systems

System mode #dev PAI

LD only 3 6
FollowIt 2 4
OnDevice Active 2 4
OnDevice Passive 2 5
OnServer lenient 3 6
OnServer strict 3 6

(b) Dedicated Systems

System #dev PAI

FaceID 2 6
Not NIR 1 6
NIR Slow 1 6
NIR Fast 1 6

from the front, side or back at a distance of roughly 1m. The
light levels were adjustable and were set to 1, 3 and 6 (from a
maximum setting of 6) and we investigated spot and diffuse
(diffused with bleached 80g/m2 paper) light to simulate a clear
or cloudy day respectively.

For the security evaluation we look at two different results.
One is the success of overcoming the liveness detection and the
other is the actual comparison of the presented biometric probe
to the stored biometric reference. In the following they will be
given in percent and denoted liveness detection attack (LDA)
and biometric verification attack (BVA) rate. Some systems
we used only supported liveness detection, while most also
supported biometric verification. The majority of the systems
under test use a staged system of liveness detection before bio-
metric verification, meaning that the BVA rate can not be higher
than the LDA rate. If a system deviates from this general setup
it will be explicitly stated in the relevant system description.

We differentiate between dedicated systems (Section 4.2),
with custom hard- and software, and generic systems (smart-
phones), which contain different hardware components and a
software which has accommodate this variation in hardware
(Section 4.1). Further, we used an iPhone which has custom
built hard- and software, and is therefore better fitting into the
dedicated system despite being a smartphone.

The tests in the following will be presented in a unified
fashion, that is for the same test setup the same reporting ta-
ble will be shown, even if there is some information missing.
This should facilitate the comparison of different systems. The
generic systemsareall comparable in thisway, thestationeryare
different from each other and the generic systems. An overview
over the systems under test, differentiated by their configura-
tion if applicable, the number of devices it was tested on and
the number of presentation attack artefacts used per device are
given in Table 3. Due to NDAs we can not name the systems.

Nota Bene: In the following sections we will present the re-
sults in the form of success rate of the liveness detection attack
(LDA) and the biometric verification attack rate (BVA) in per-
cent. This relates to the reporting as specified in ISO/IEC 30107-
3 [26] as follows: In case the presented biometric characteristic
was genuine, the bona fide presentation classification error rate
BPCER ∶= 1 − LDA/100, in case of a presentation attacks the attack
presentation classification error rate APCER ∶= 1− LDA/100. Like-
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(a) Resin mask, the sources of the biometric
characteristics (right) hold the replica and imposter
wearing it (left).

(b) Latex mask, the sources of the biometric
characteristics (right) hold the replica and imposter
wearing it (left).

(c) Paper masks, prints with eyes removed. The nose can
also be removed to make the mask easier to wear (right).

Figure 2: Wearable presentation attack artefacts (also known as masks).

Table 4: Overview over camera and CPU in the smartphones
used for the generic systems tests.

Phone Main Camera CPU

LG K8 8 MP, f/2.4, AF¹ Quad-core:
4x1.3 GHz

SXC 4 13 MP, f/1.9, AF¹ Quad-core:
4x1.4 GHz

SG S8 12 MP, f/1.7, 26mm
(wide), PDAF², OIS³

Octa-core:
4x2.3 GHz + 4x1.7 GHz

O+ 6 16 MP, f/1.7, 25mm
(wide), PDAF², OIS³

Octa-core:
4x2.8 GHz + 4x1.7 GHz

¹ Auto Focus
² Phase Detection Auto Focus
³ Optical Image Stabilization

wise, the false non match rate FNMR ∶= 1 − BVA/100 for genuine
presentation and the impostor attack presentation match rate
IAPMR ∶= BVA/100.

4.1 Evaluation of Generic Systems
For this evaluation we used a mix of older and newer smart-
phones. This changes calculation speed and camera quality,
giving a good cross section over conditions a generic software
has to deal with. While not all systems could be made to work
with each smartphone, we still included each smartphone in
each result table. All the systems have a similar design goal and
the same restrictions and should therefor be considered directly
comparable. However, the camera resolution and quality, due
to age of hardware, is widely different. So are the processor ca-
pabilities which could lead to large differences in the TTU. The
smartphones used are: LG K8 (LG K8), Samsung XCover 4 (SXC
4), Samsung Galaxy S8 (SG S8), and OnePlus 6 (O+ 6). The rele-
vant hardware capabilities are summarized in Table 4. Liveness
detection and biometric verification were mostly performed on
the device, exception will be noted.

Mostsystemsgavehintstotheuserwheretoputtheface. This
usually took the formofanoval, with the instruction toplace the
camera such that the face was inside the oval and of the same
size. This is a simple way of bringing position and size close to a
known value. Some systems instead showed a rectangle where
the face was detected, usually in conjunction with a score. This
alsoallowsausertooptimizetheplacementoftheface. However,
the user has to learn the correct position by trial and error, i.e.,

moving the head and or camera around and monitor the score.
Clearly, the first method is preferrable from a usability point of
view.

4.1.1 LD only

This system does not perform biometric verification, only live-
ness detection. The user is asked to show his face frontally and
rotate the head left and right randomly. The final result is a
liveness score.

Results for the experiments are given in Table 5a. The first
thing to note is that the unlocking procedure is slow due to the
interactive nature. This combined with the large success rate of
attacks makes this system unusable. Regarding the attacks, it
is of little surprise that naturally 3-dimensional presentation at-
tack artifacts can easilydeal with this livenessdetection method.
The inability of the video to do the same is clear, since the tilting
ofaheadcanberecordedbut this recordingwill almostcertainly
be inadifferentorder thanspecifiedbythesystem. What ismore
surprising is that simply tilting thepaperprintoutwassufficient
to fool the system in 90% of the cases. What is even more sur-
prising is that the same presentation attack is not possible with
a screen presentation of the image. Unfortunately we could not
explain why this is so.

When it comes to lighting condition sensitivity this method
overallperformsquitewell. Ithasproblemsinsomenatural light
conditions, especiallywith front light. But it isoneof the fewsys-
tems that can handle back light well. The usual unlock scenario
for smartphones is to look down into the phone. This positions
in most cases the illumination, be it ceiling lights or the sun, at
the back of the user. So handling this situation well is important.

4.1.2 FollowIt

Thisisaninterestingsysteminthat itperformsthelivenessdetec-
tion and biometric verification in an unusual order. The system
first performs biometric verification, with the usual visual cues,
and then liveness detection followed by another biometric veri-
fication step. The liveness detection shows a simple visual cue,
which randomly moves across the screen, that the user is sup-
posed to follow with his/her eyes.

Resultsof theexperimentsaregiveninTable5b. Basically, ev-
erytypeofattackthatcansimulateeye-movement inanon-static
fashioncaneasilycircumventthelivenessdetection. Thismeans,
screen and video based methods won’t work, the prerecorded
eye-movementdoesnotmatchtheinteractivecues. Aregularpa-
perprintalsowillnotworkof course, butasimpleadaptation, as
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Table 5: Evaluation results for Generic Systems. Liveness detection attack (LDA), biometric verification attack rate (BVA) and time to
unlock (TTU) given for the systems under test.

(a) LD only – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 90 80
TTU 16s 19.7s 39.3s

Front 60 80 0
Side 70 100 90
Back 100 100 100
TTU 22.5s 16.1s 21.5s

Print 90 90 100
Screen 0 0 20
Video 0 10 0
Mask - Print 100 100 100
Mask - Resin 100 100 100
Mask - Latex 100 100 100

(b) FollowIt – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 100 100 100
TTU 13s 13.3s

Front 90 90 90 90
Side 60 60 80 80
Back 0 0 0 0
TTU 15s 18.2s

Print 100 100 100 100
Screen 0 0 0 0
Video
Mask - Print 100 100 100 100
Mask - Resin 100 100 100 100
Mask - Latex

(c) OnDevice: Active – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 100 100 100
TTU 15.2s 13.8s

Front 100 100 40 40
Side 0 0 0 0
Back 0 0 0 0
TTU 23.9s 38.3s

Print 70 70 60 60
Screen
Video 40 40 90 90
Mask - Print 100 100 70 70
Mask - Resin 0 0 0 0
Mask - Latex

(d) OnDevice: Passive – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 100 100 100
TTU 18.8s 17.5s

Front 100 100 0 0
Side 0 0 0 0
Back 0 0 0 0
TTU 28s ∞

Print 80 80 80 80
Screen 90 90 100 100
Video 100 100 100 100
Mask - Print 100 100 80 80
Mask - Resin 0 0 0 0
Mask - Latex

(e) OnServer: lenient – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 0
TTU 12.3s 13.0s 12.5s ∞

Front 60 60 40 40 10 10
Side 50 50 60 60 60 60
Back 30 30 0 0 10 10
TTU 35s 22.9s 118s

Print* 100 100 100 100 100 100
Screen 0 0 0 0 0 0
Video 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Print 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Resin 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Latex 0 0 0 0 0 0

(f) OnServer: strict – Evaluation Results

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 90 90 90 90 50 50 20 0
TTU 16.1s 18.1s 47.2s ∞

Front 0 0 30 30 10 10
Side 20 20 40 40 40 40
Back 0 0 0 0 0 0
TTU 50.3s 43.3s 116s

Print* 100 100 100 100 100 100
Screen 0 0 0 0 0 0
Video 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Print 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Resin 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mask - Latex 0 0 0 0 0 0
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presented inFig.1b, is sufficient topass the livenessdetection, as
the apparent gaze can be adapted to the given cues interactively.

The system is susceptible to strong back light, resulting in a
100% failure rate. Most likely this is because strong back light
will cast strong shadows into the eye sockets making the eye
tracking impossible. For biometric verification, the strong back
light casts the rest of the face into shadow and or can produce
glare in the camera lens. Most systems have problem with back
light, so this is not surprising. The device overall functions well
in natural light conditions otherwise.

4.1.3 OnDevice

This system has two different modes for liveness detection, an
activeandapassiveone. Wedecidedtoevaluatebothmodessep-
arately. Experimental results are given in Table 5c and Table 5d
for the active and passive modes respectively.

When it comes to light, both methods and biometric verifica-
tioncouldnotworkwithstrongside-orback-light. Nonetheless,
it seems to work well in natural lighting.

OnDevice—Active: This liveness detection method re-
quires the user to look at the screen and then rotate the head
leftandright followingthesystem’srandominstructions. At the
end of each instruction, the user is asked to blink. This process is
repeated mulitple times for a single liveness detection check.

A screen attack could not work since blinking was not possi-
ble. A regular print attack also suffered from the same problem,
but given the physicality of the print we could simulate blinking
byfoldingthepaperat theappropriatetime,seeFig.1a. Theside-
ways movement was simulated simply by shifting the presenta-
tionartifact leftorright. For thevideoattacktheheadmovement
was performed in the same way. The video sequence contained
blinking, but the timing of when the blinking should occur, due
to the cue, and when it actually occurred, due to the timing in
the video, was hard to synchronize. This overall lead to a less
successful number of attacks than the paper artifact. An addi-
tional problem with the video attack was the illumination of the
smartphone, whichreflected in thedeviceused forpresentation.
This could be solved by reducing the brightness of the smart-
phone. The masks had the problem that the eyes had to be well
illuminated for the blinking to be registered. Even with proper
frontal lighting the resin and latex masks never could pass live-
ness detection. It is not clear why, since the paper mask could
successfullybeusedtoattackthesystem. For thepapermaskthe
nose had to be cut out, likely so the mask could be worn closer to
the face, and consequently the eyes could be better illuminated.
Thelackof3-dimensionality,withoutthecutoutnose,shouldnot
be an issue given that a paper print could also bypass the system.

OnDevice—Passive: Thismodesimplyrequiredtheuser to
keepstill in frontof thedevice. Wefoundthata slightmovement
helped in circumventing the liveness detection. It is not quite
clear what this mode does in the background but it is very bad at
detecting presentation attacks. Interestingly even in this mode
the latex and resin masks could not penetrate the system, while
all other attacks had a high success rate.

4.1.4 OnServer

This system had two modes, one more strict (strict) than the
other (lenient). It is unclear what the difference is internally.
Both modes require the user to present the face centrally. No
user interactions are required, the user is only informed about
the liveness detection and biometric verification results. The
liveness detection preceded the biometric verification and both
were done on a remote server. Disregarding the results, the re-
liance on a solely server based system has implications when
traveling in a dead zone, the server has a less than 100% relia-
bility, or when the server is breached. The results are given in
Tables 5f and 5e for the strict and lenient modes respectively.

While the lenient mode worked well in natural light, we al-
ready experienced some failed attempts for the strict mode. The
numberoffailedattemptssignificantlyincreasedforbothmodes
with varying illumination. The successful attempts using the le-
nient mode decrease to approximately 50% for light from the
front and side, while light from the back shows even worse re-
sults. For the strict mode, all types of illumination changes lead
to most verification attempts failing. Similar to others, this sys-
temrequiresthefacialportionoftheimagetoexhibitaminimum
amount of contrast. Too much or too less contrast triggers an er-
ror indicating that the quality is insufficient and leads to a failed
verification attempt.

Considering the various presentation attacks, both modes
look quite robust at first glance. The only successful attack was
made with a printed face image, which worked consistently
though and was easy to reproduce. However, it has to be noted
that theprintattackdidnotworkforanytestedsubject. Theprint
attackwasonlysuccessful for subjectswith lighter skin typeand
bright hair, while darker types were not attacked successfully.
We were not able to perform further investigations in regard to
this special behavior due to time constraints.

4.2 Evaluation of Dedicated Systems
Dedicated systems are those where dedicated hardware and
software is available. We further differentiate the systems by
type/size into stationary systems and the iPhone/iPad based
FaceID. The stationary systems are comparable, in that they
have a relatively large enclosure in which an ample amount of
dedicated hardware can be installed. The iPhone is much more
limitedinthisregardandmorecomparablewiththeothersmart-
phones, except that it does indeed contain dedicated hardware,
making it a special case. Liveness detection and biometric verifi-
cation were performed on device for all dedicated systems.

4.2.1 iPhone/iPad—FaceID

The device uses a special hardware, a NIR dot projector, to get a
3Dmodelof theface. Internallyamachine learningbasedmodel
of the face is generated and updated over time to accommodate
changes in appearance.

The experimental results are summarized in Table 6a. This
systems works as intended and unlocks the system fast and reli-
ably. In the limited time we had to evaluate the system we could
not attack it successfully.
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Table 6: Evaluation results for the dedicated systems. Since the
iPhone/iPad have different spatial restriction when it comes
to dedicated hardware they have been split from the larger
(stationary) systems.

(a) FaceID – Evaluation Results

iPhone X iPad Pro

LDA & BVA LDA & BVA
Nat. Light 100 100
TTU 2.4s 2.2s

Front 100 100
Side 100 100
Back 100 100
TTU 2.5s 2.2s

Print 0 0
Screen 0 0
Video 0 0
Mask - Print 0 0
Mask - Resin 0 0
Mask - Latex 0 0

(b) LD only – Evaluation Results

Not NIR NIR Slow NIR Fast

LDA BVA LDA BVA LDA BVA
Nat. Light 100 100 100 100 100 100
TTU 13.7s 9.3s 2.1s

Front 0 100 100 100 100 100
Side 0 100 100 100 100 100
Back 60 100 100 100 100 100
TTU 32.2s 8.9s 2.3s

Print 100 100 0 0 0 0
Screen 100 100 0 0 0 0
Video 100 100 0 0 0 0
Mask - Print 100 100 0 0 0 0
Mask - Resin 100 100 0 0 0 0
Mask - Latex 100 0 0 0 0 0

4.2.2 Not NIR

This stationarysystemusesmultiplecameras, in thevisible light
(VIS) and NIR spectrum, and corresponding illumination in the
form of LED arrays. The device dynamically adjusts illumina-
tion and camera orientation. From what we could gather the
liveness detection seems to be continuous, and biometric verifi-
cation is done once the liveness detection has been passed.

Results are summarized in Table 6b under the column Not
NIR. The device does not seem to use the NIR imaging capabili-
ties for biometric verification or liveness detection. It could very
easily be attacked and stronger light could easily confuse the
sensor, another indicator that the NIR camera is underutilized.

4.2.3 NIR Slow

Thissystemusestwocameras,oneNIRandonevisiblespectrum,
respectively. The device has six 850nm NIR LED lights in two
groups, see Fig. 4a. The face is detected anywhere in the field of
viewofthecamera,anLCDscreenshowsthecameraperspective.

Experimental results are shown in Table 6b under the NIR
Slow column. The device uses the NIR spectrum for liveness de-
tectionandbiometricverificationandconsequentlyisunaffected
by the strong lights. Due to the sensing in the NIR spectrum the
regular (VIS) attacks fail liveness detection. However, prelimi-
nary NIR attack tests show that the liveness detection is not very
strong, see Section 5 for more information about these attacks.

4.2.4 Stationary: NIR Fast — Setup and Information

Like the previous systems, two cameras are used, one NIR and
one visible spectrum camera. Two LED arrays provide illumina-
tion in the 850nm frequency range, see Fig. 3b. The face can be
placedanywhere inthefieldofviewof thecamerawithfeedback
shown on an LCD screen.

Evaluation results are shown in Table 6b in the NIR Fast
column. Like before, the NIR imaging means that the regular
attacks mounted in the visible spectrum do not work, and that
the device is unaffected by surrounding light. Like with NIR
Slow, the attacks in the NIR spectrum work well, showing that
the liveness detection is not very sophisticated, again see Sec-
tion 5 for more information about this. A positive of this system
is the speed of liveness detection and biometric verification.

5 Extending the Presentation Attacks
to the NIR Spectrum

The presentation attacks so far have been mounted in the visible
spectrum. Theprimarycountermeasure,at least forcommercial
systems, seems to be a shift to the NIR spectrum if possible, i.e.,
indedicatedhardware. Thequestionis then, is thissimplyashift
in spectrum or is there also a better liveness detection at work.

If the algorithms for liveness and presentation attack detec-
tion are as flawed as in the visible spectrum, the shift to the NIR
spectrum will not stop a serious attack. Towards this end we
simply shift the acquisition of imagery, used in the presentation
attacks, into the NIR spectrum as well. A further question is the
reproductionoftheacquiredimageinsuchawaythatit looksthe
same in the NIR spectrum. We know however from literature
that at least the black toner used in laser printers is also black in
the NIR spectrum, see [12, 27, 28]. We used a NIR sensitive in-
dustrial camera which is commonly used for image acquisition
in other biometric systems. This camera has a lower resolution
andcloser focalpoint, soaproperattackwithan imageacquired
at adistancecouldnotbeperformed. However, as aproofof con-
cept this should be sufficient. We mounted the external camera
closetothebiometricsensor,Fig.3aandacquiredanimageusing
the illumination used by the biometric sensor itself, Fig. 3b.

We did this for two sensors, NIR Fast and NIR Slow and two
different users. We used three different printers, two gray scale
laser printer and one color laser printer, from two manufactur-
ers, HP and RICOH. The quality of the prints ranged from bad
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(a) Setup of NIR image acquisition.

(b) Illumination of the biometric capturing device.

(c) Print of the captured image in various qualities, both were successfully used in
presentation attacks.

Figure 3: A NIR image attack, capturing, artefacts and presenta-
tion attack.

to OK, Fig. 3c, but in each case the presentation attack/liveness
detection could successfully be circumvented. The main hurdle
forasuccessfulattackwasthatthereflectiveglarefromthepaper
couldconfuse thesensor,butaslightbendingof thepaper topre-
vent a direct reflection solved this in all cases. What this means
is that the shift from the visible spectrum to the NIR spectrum
was done purely to make image acquisition harder, not to allow
for more sophisticated liveness detection methods. This move
will likely prevent a casual attacker from succeeding, but even a
moderatelycommittedattackercaneasilyovercomethis shiftby
simply shifting the image acquisition to NIR also.

However, we have cheated a bit by using the illumination of
the sensor during the image acquisition. This might be hard to
dointhewildanditcreatesanimagespecificallyexpectedbythe
sensorgiventhe illumination,makingtheattackabiteasier than
it would be in the wild. To see if we could successfully mount an
attack with a different illumination we used the image acquired
from the NIR Slow, the sensor with the stronger illumination,
and attempted to attack the NIR Fast system with it. Figure 4a
shows the sensor illumination and acquired image. Initial at-
tacks failed because the sensor miss-identified the background
as part of the face. This is due to the low illumination of the NIR
Fast achieving a good separation of subject and background. To

(a) Illumination of the capture device and acquired image.

(b) The image used in the attack.

Figure 4: A NIR presentation attack using a different illumina-
tion during capture and attack. The attack image used image
manipulation after acquisition to separate the subject from the
background.

fix this we used an image with a darkened background as PAD
artefact, Fig. 4b. This succeeded in unlocking the device.

While not exhaustive, we have shown that the shift to NIR
does not improve security by itself. Similar attacks as in the
visible spectrum are possible.

Complexity of Attacks

The complexity of an attack in the NIR spectrum, as it currently
stands, is in therealmof ‘LevelB’ to ‘LevelC’.Thespecificknowl-
edge required is not particularly difficult, but a certain amount
of planning, money, and time is still required for this type of at-
tack. The main problem is the acquisition of a NIR image which
also requires a NIR camera. However, this does not mean that
NIR imaging is a solution to current visible light attacks. If more
COTS smartphones would contain a NIR imaging system, a pre-
requisite forNIRbasedrecognition, thenthemainhurdle for the
attack, therequirementofaNIRimagingdevice, isalsoremoved!

How to test liveness detection without a NIR capturing
device

Laser toner ink (we have not tested ink printers) absorbs NIR
light. This means a printed face, even if not recorded in the NIR
spectrum has a representation in the NIR spectrum. Therefore,
a printed face can be enrolled and used for an unlock attempt.
The unlock attempt is genuine since the same artefact is used for
enrollment and for unlocking. The only system preventing this
would be liveness detection. This method can be used for a low
cost and low effort evaluation of the liveness detection presence
and capabilities. As an example, for NIR Slow and NIR Fast this
simple test allows to enter the system. This means that the only
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livenessdetection is theuseof theNIRspectrum. This inessence
is not a liveness detection at all, it simply complicates an attack a
bit.

6 Usability

6.1 Time to unlock
We should mention that we are talking about unlocking a smart-
phone for immediate use us our use-case. This is a frequent task
and the user expects a timely response. For use cases which are
less frequent and thought off as requiring a higher security, e.g.,
banking applications, the willingness of users to wait longer in
trade-off for an increase in security can be assumed. As men-
tioned in Section 4, we recorded the time to unlock (TTU) mea-
suringuser satisfactionbymeansofhowlong it takes tounlocka
device. Under optimal conditions, i.e., natural light, all generic
systems show rather long TTUs as illustrated in Table 5. The
TTU is furthermore highly dependent on the used device. The
fastest combination of system and device unlock after around
13 seconds, while the worst combinations take over 40 seconds
or do not even unlock at all. Dedicated systems on the other
hand perform much better due to the dedicated hardware and
are able to achieve TTUs as low as 2.1 seconds for NIR Fast. The
slowest dedicated system, Not NIR still achieves comparable
performance to the best generic systems. These results clearly il-
lustrate the advantage of using dedicated hardware, in this case
a shift of the imaging from the visible to the NIR spectrum, to
enhance user satisfaction and therefore usability.

6.2 Varying illumination
The tested variations in illumination (spot and diffused light
from the front, back and side) caused major problems to all
genericsystems,whichmanifest themselves informoffailedver-
ification attempts and increased TTU. The illumination changes
interfered with the systems by messing with the face detection
or decreasing the contrast of the acquired images in order to
prevent processing of the images due to insufficient quality. Fur-
thermore, the behavior of the systems differs among the tested
smartphones,e.g.,asystemmightworkwellwithspot-lightfrom
the back with one smartphone, but not work at all with another
smartphone. Anoverviewof themostproblematic illumination
scenarios for the investigated systems is given in Table 7. We
observed that spot light in general, and with high intensity in
particular, aswell as diffused lightwith lowintensity caused the
most problems for the generic systems. Spot light often causes
reflectionsontheskin,whichoften trigger the livenessdetection
subsystem into falsely detecting a presentation attack, while the
low diffused light leads to insufficient quality of the acquired
images or videos. We observed, that also the employed lens sys-
tems play a significant role for the obtained image quality. The
lens system has to be able to prevent flares and retain contrast in
the image with varying illumination conditions, especially with
light from the back.

Similar to the previous usability analysis of the TTU, the
dedicated hardware offers big advantages over generic systems.

Table 7: Overview of most problematic illumination scenarios
for generic systems. The illumination type is given by a combi-
nation of letters (Diffused, Spot) and digits (intensity) applied
from different directions (Front,Side,Back).

O+ 6 SG S8 SXC 4 LG K8

F S B F S B F S B F S B
LD only D1 S6 S1 D1 S1
FollowIt S1 S6 S6 S1 S6 S6
OnDevice: Active S6 S6 D1 S6 D6
OnDevice: Passive S6 S6 D6 S6 S6
OnServer C4 S6 S1 S3 S6 D6 S6 D1 D6 S6
OnServer C6 S6 S1 S6 D1 D1 D6 S1 S1 S6

Especially the use of NIR imagery, i.e., dedicated camera and il-
lumination as compared to generic systems that rely on the envi-
ronment to illuminate the subject, makes the dedicated systems
basically insensitive to illumination changes with exception of
the Not NIR system.

7 Lessons Learned and Practical Tips
Thissectionpresentssomelessonswehavelearned,whichmight
benefit other researchers so that a they can learn from our mis-
takes. These tips are for presentation attack attempts, not gen-
uine unlock attempts.

Mind lighting conditions, specifically make certain that (A)
the parts of the biometric characteristic are well lit while (B)
reducingstrongreflections, glareandhighlightsasmuchaspos-
sible. Some examples of this are:

• Eyeshavealwaystobewell litwhenusinganymask,welooked
up into the ceiling light while unlocking to ensure an even illu-
mination, see Fig. 2c, right image.

• Forreplayattackswithscreens,reducesmartphonescreenand
increase attack screen illumination as much as possible. This en-
sures that the screen of the smartphone is not reflected back into
the presentation attack artifact.

• Similarly, for replay attacks with screens, distance from the
cameraandtiltingof thescreen topreventdirect reflectionsback
at the camera are important.

• Thisalsoholds forotherpresentationattackswhere thesensor
includes an illumination module, like in the case of NIR sen-
sors. In this case a bending of the paper to scatter the light was
sufficient to circumvent problems.

Prints should have a high quality to increase the chances of the
attack. The background in images can confuse the sensor, so
either be mindful of the background or separate the subject and
background artificially, e.g., Fig. 4b.

Be creative when using paper prints to circumvent interac-
tion based liveness detection, e.g., Fig. 1. We found these kind
of attack much easier to mount than video based attacks since
we had more control over the interaction. Note: This is also an
indicator that interaction based liveness detection is much less
useful than we might think!
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Table 8: A summary of the finding broken down into simple
categories.

System Devices Security Light Sen-
sitivity

TTU Overall

LD only 3/4 Bad Bad to
Passable

Bad Bad

FollowIt 2/4 Bad Bad Bad Bad
OnDevice: Active 2/4 Bad Bad Bad Bad
OnDevice: Passive 2/4 Bad Bad Bad Bad

OnServer: lenient 4/4 Bad Bad to
Passable

Bad Bad

OnServer: strict 4/4 Bad Bad Bad Bad

FaceID – Good Good Good Good
Not NIR – Bad Bad Bad Bad
NIR Slow – Passable Good Passable Passable
NIR Fast – Passable Good Good Passable

Devices: The number of mobile devices (smartphones) on which the system could be
deployed (4 in total), only relevant for generic systems.
Security: Bad if breakable by a ‘Level A’ or ‘Level B’ attack, Passable if breakable by a ‘Level
C’ attack. Good if not breakable (in our tests).
Light Sensitivity:Bad if natural light is less than 100%, Passable if Bad and can be unlocked
in every light condition, Good if Passable and no light scenario below 75% chance of unlock.
TTU: Bad if more than 10s, Passable if between 5 and 10 seconds, otherwise Good3

Overall: Minimum of TTU, Light Sensitivity and Security.

8 Conclusion
The overall results with a simple categorization are given in Ta-
ble 8. From this table it is pretty clear that creating a generic
system is challenging. Currently we would classify each of the
tested systems as unusable. The situation is better for systems
with dedicated hardware. The FaceID is a perfectly usable sys-
tem as far as we could tell. This shows that, even with limited
space for dedicated hardware, a fast and reliable system can be
built. However, dedicated hardware is indeed required, sim-
ple use of COTS hardware without sophisticated software is not
enough, this is showcased by the stationary systems.

The main problem in most cases seems to be a poor trans-
lation of, even basic, techniques and methods from literature
to commercial products. This problem specifically pertains to
liveness detection, biometric comparison worked well in almost
all cases. The main problem with liveness detection seems to
be harsh lighting conditions which normally do not occur in lab
environments.
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1Unfortunately, there is no reference on this. We have set this to 5 seconds
based on experience. This is, in our humble opinion, already far too long for
unlocking a smart phone. Just think about this: What is an acceptable time
to unlock the device if it always takes that time (we are talking average time to
unlock, not worst case).
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